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abstract 
This article studies several methods of assessing historical reality—
“interpretation,” “mythologization,” “falsification,” and “folk history”—and 
describes all four of them. Based on this classification, the author analyzes the 
historical substantiation of nation-building in the modern Ukrainian state. The 
facts and theories used in this article convincingly prove that, unfortunately, by 
rejecting the data provided by Ukrainian and world science, Ukrainian politicians 
are building “a single Ukrainian nation” mainly by falsifying history and even 
using folk history. Such historical policy dramatically whips up political, ethnic, 
and religious tensions in the country and has negative consequences for the 
Ukrainian state.  

Key words: Ukraine, nation-building, historical memory, interpretation, 
mythologization, falsification, folk history  

Any nation-building (just as any other social “building,” be it 
state, party, religion, science or something else) is an objective 
and subjective process at the same time. it is objective to the 

extent to which the existence of a nation is determined by geographic, 
climatic, sociopolitical, economic, and external political conditions. 
but these are no more than prerequisites for the emergence of a 
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nation, because its actual birth is connected with subjective factors, 
that is, with the perception of itself in culture (ethnic and linguistic 
perception), in space (geopolitical perception), in time (historical 
perception), and in eternity (religious and mythological perception). 
All four factors are closely intertwined among themselves and are 
often hard to separate from each other in concrete historical-political 
or religious-mythological circumstances. but this is not the purpose of 
this work. We are going to discuss the role of historical knowledge in 
the nation-building process. 

The need for historical substantiation of nation-building is an 
axiom and needs no proof. The question is what understanding of 
history is used in each particular case. Given limited possibilities of 
human learning capacities in general and historical knowledge in 
particular, one should clearly differentiate between several methods of 
assessing historical reality. The first one is “interpretation,” the second 
one is “mythologization,” and the third one is “falsification.”

interpretation means an attempt to reflect historical reality as 
precisely as possible on the basis of various sources and certain 
historical evaluation as part of historical knowledge. different 
interpretations of, and academic discussions on, certain issues are a 
normal, and necessary, phenomenon in history as different historians 
assess the same historical events, facts and processes differently.  

  mythologization tends to absolutize an interpretation as the only 
correct one, trying to assert it as a generally accepted understanding 
of the past in the academic world or at the official level. The 
mythologization of history for state and political purposes is a standard 
practice in world culture. moreover, official history of a state or nation 
has always been and will be a result of mythologization. What matters 
is the degree of such mythologization, for it must not be based on the 
falsification of history. 

falsification is an intentional and deliberate distortion of historical 
reality for the sake of political, academic, group or some other 
interests. historical knowledge is falsified through fake documents, 
the rejection of real historical data, free and baseless judgments and 
“theories,” or intentional contemporization of the historical process. 
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The disintegration of the Soviet union generated one more 
method—folk history (pop-history, anti-history, etc.). it means a 
collection of unscientific-fiction writings on historical topics which 
have inundated the post-Soviet space in the past 20-30 years. There 
were several reasons for that. one of the most important was active 
nation-building in former Soviet republics, which generated not 
even fantastic but truly phantasmagoric historical “theories” and 
“concepts.” The authors of these works created them both in response 
to the call of their hearts as they had suddenly come to know the 
“real” history of their people or even entire mankind, and in response 
to the social demand as in the case of official history books in some 
countries of the near abroad.

today all four methods of understanding historical reality are 
intertwined and often get mixed up, sometimes intentionally. This affects 
history the most as its achievements remain unnoticed or get distorted 
for the sake of immediate political interests. unfortunately, no country 
in the world has been able to avoid political speculation on history, post-
Soviet states included, but ukraine stands out among them.   

a siMple narraTiVe For coMpleX hisTory 
ukrainians are a young nation which branched off from the pan-
russian tree in the second half of the 19th century and finally estab-
lished itself in the 20th century, largely owing to the purposeful efforts 
of communist ideologists who sought to reduce the influence of the 
“russian factor” in the process of “building a new type of society.” The 
modern state of ukraine is also a result of the “communist project:” in 
the past large eastern and southern regions populated predominantly 
by ethnic russians and russian-speaking people as well as western 
territories, which for centuries had developed in a completely different 
cultural and historical paradigm, were added to the historical ukraini-
an lands for the sake of some economic and political expediency. The 
independent ukrainian republic proclaimed in 1991 was not integral 
and consisted of four large cultural and historical regions: Western 
ukraine with lvov as its center (historical Galicia and Volyn), Central 
ukraine with kiev as its center (historical little russia), novorossiya, 
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and Crimea. The center and the west were populated mainly by ethnic 
ukrainians, with the ukrainian language and culture prevailing (even 
though there were serious differences between traditions, religions, 
cultures, and languages used by ukrainians in western and central 
regions). novorossiya and Crimea were home mainly to ethnic rus-
sians who spoke the russian language and cultivated russian culture. 
There is also the transcarpathian region where orthodox ruthenians 
and, separately, hungarians occasionally raise their voice in support of 
their national and religious independence.  

  finally, there is a complex confessional situation in ukraine: 
in addition to the ukrainian orthodox Church of the moscow 
patriarchate, there are the self-proclaimed kiev patriarchate and the 
ukrainian Autocephalous orthodox Church. The Greek-Catholic 
(uniate) Church has reemerged and become very influential in western 
regions, and numerous protestant communities have mushroomed 
across the country during the years of independence. So from the very 
start modern ukraine happened to be very heterogeneous ethnically, 
culturally, religiously, historically, and linguistically (perevezentsev, 
2015: 177–194).

in the first years of ukraine’s independence, its leaders made several 
attempts to eliminate this heterogeneity. As the ideological basis 
they used the linguistic and cultural-historical matrix established in 
western regions and employed to support ukrainian nationalism since 
the middle of the 19th century. in the second half of the 20th century 
it was upheld and actively advanced by the ideologists of ukrainian 
nationalist emigration. That matrix provided the groundwork for 
ukrainian history as the basis for building “a single ukrainian nation.” 

but the problem was that, firstly, the real history of the independent 
ukrainian nation is only 150-200 years long, and ukrainian statehood 
is even younger; secondly, Western ukraine, Central ukraine, 
novorossiya, and Crimea have four different histories; and thirdly, 
the real history of ukraine and people living on its territory is closely 
intertwined with the history of russia and the russian people. The 
ideologists of ukrainian nationalism decided to overcome these 
obstacles in a way they thought was the simplest by creating ukrainian 
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history anew. in so doing they pursued three tasks: to prove that the 
ukrainian nation and ukrainian statehood are many centuries old; to 
show the integrity of ukrainian history throughout that period; and 
separate the history of ukraine from the history of russia and break 
the historical bond between the two nations.  

folk history became quite instrumental in achieving these goals. 
in fact, this genre is used by many in ukraine from pop singers and 
political propagandists to professors and academicians. but “the biggest 
discovery” made by ukrainian folk historians has three components: 
a) Aryan ukrainians (proto-ukrainians)—an ancient Slavic tribe, the 
primal ancestors of all Slavs; b) trypillian archaeological culture—
Aratta civilization founded by Aryan ukrainians more than five 
thousand years ago; c) trypillians made the majority of important 
discoveries and served as an example for all the subsequent civilizations 
in the world (for this reason, some advocates of ukrainian folk 
history include ancient Sumerians among the ancestors of modern 
ukrainians).  

All these and many other “discoveries” by folk historians have long 
been disproved by professional ukrainian historians. but politicians 
are not interested to know their opinion simply because professional 
historians get in the way of the nation-building process and upset 
their efforts to form an ideology of nationalism, which they have 
been purposefully inculcating in the everyday historical conscience 
of ukrainian people. The myth of trypillia, ancient ukrainians and 
proto-ukrainians was actively promoted in the 1990s, their authors, 
some of whom even held academic degrees, received various prizes 
and promotions, and president leonid kuchma went as far as stating 
that “ukraine is different from russia!” (kuchma, 2003). in the early 
2000s, these myths were accepted officially. in 2005, ukraine’s new 
president Victor Yushchenko said at a mini-davos international 
economic forum in kiev: “A thousand years ago the world’s first-ever 
farming civilization of trypillia flourished on our land. We find its 
artifacts in an area stretching from the dnieper to the danube and 
the Vistula. The roots of primal cultures on our european continent 
got intertwined in that civilization” (Yushchenko, 2005). it was under 
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Yushchenko that the myths about trypillia, Aryan ukrainians and 
proto-ukrainians began to be imposed as truly scientific and the only 
correct ones (museums were built, archaeological excavations were 
carried out, books were published, films and television programs were 
made), and various versions of these myths made their way into school 
textbooks such as “The history of ukraine” by p. kononenko, director 
of the national research institute of ukrainian history, who has a 
doctoral degree in philology (kononenko, 2006). So myths created by 
folk history became an important part of the official history of the 
ukrainian people and the state of ukraine. 

falsifications played a noticeable role in shaping historical 
conscience and the official history of the ukrainian people. perhaps 
the most vivid one is the artificial political and ideological construct 
“ukraine-rus,” which for the first time was formulated at the end of 
the 19th and the beginning of the 20th centuries by leading ukrainian 
ideologist mikhail Grushevsky, whose ten-volume work was called 
“The history of ukraine-rus” (published in 1898-1936). its main 
purpose was to break historical ties between the ukrainian and 
russian people, destroy their recent common past, and show that the 
history of russia was not in any way connected with the old russian 
period, but ukrainian statehood had ancient roots and that ukraine 
was the successor of kievan rus. Grushevsky himself admitted that he 
had invented his concept for purely political and ideological purposes 
in order to “stress the link between the new ukrainian life and its old 
traditions… the old traditional name [rus—S.P.] is connected with 
the new term of national revival and movement [ukraine—S.P.]” 
(Grushevsky, 1994).

Grushevsky was a professional historian and knew that the 
old russian term ‘ukraine’ had never had any ethnic or political 
significance: in the 12th-16th centuries it was used to denote russian 
border territories (Grushevsky wrote about this in the foreword to 
the first volume of his work (Grushevsky, 1994)). later, in the 17th-
19th centuries, the meaning of the term ‘ukraine’ changed constantly 
depending on the concrete historical context and referred to people 
living in the borderlands regardless of their ethnic background. 
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naturally, differences between little russia and Great russia formed 
throughout that period due to historical circumstances, but those 
differences were not so deep, firstly, because they shared the same 
orthodox faith and the same orthodox Church, and secondly, because 
people in little russia were struggling with poles to preserve their 
own religious and ethnic identity, which made them publicly declare 
themselves russian.  

 The formation of a separate ukrainian (just like belarusian) nation 
was slow as people continued to identify themselves as russians and 
maintained unity with Great russia for a long time until the second 
half of the 19th century. but in the middle of the 19th century little 
russian intellectuals for the first time began to draw an image of a 
separate ukrainian nation and try to form a ukrainian national 
ideology different from the russian one. As a result, in the middle 
of the19th century, little russian intellectuals began to use the term 
‘ukraine’ to refer to a separate national-state territory and the term 
‘ukrainian’ to denote a separate ethnic group.

The false political and ideological construct “ukraine-rus” created 
by Grushevsky became quite popular with ukrainian nationalists in 
the 20th century, primarily in Western ukraine and among ukrainian 
emigres, and turned into a key ideological tool of the new state after 
the separation of ukraine from the Soviet union. it is actively used 
for propaganda and for shaping historical conscience of the modern 
“ukrainian nation.” Suffice it to listen to incumbent president pyotr 
poroshenko who constantly uses the false “ukraine-rus” construct. 
Stanislav kulchitsky, a senior researcher at the institute of history 
of the ukrainian Academy of Sciences and the holder of a doctoral 
degree in history, did not hesitate to say that “russia emerged as part 
of kievan rus. Speaking of who gave what to whom, we gave russia 
everything, even its own history, not of our free will, of course. They 
have seized six hundred years of ukraine’s history and remain quite 
confident up to date that it is their history” (Gaizgevskaja, 2018). 

it should be noted that this is the same kulchitsky of whom 
renowned ukrainian historian and academician pyotr tolochko 
has said once: “before the disintegration of the uSSr he praised 
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collectivization and industrialization, and wrote dissertations about 
them. After the collapse of the Soviet union he switched over to the so-
called blank spots in history—facts that had been hushed up in Soviet 
times. While studying them, he became omnivorous and now writes 
even about kievan rus although he has never explored this topic in 
earnest. he speaks ironically about the theory of rus, the cradle of 
three east Slavic peoples, even though there is nothing to be ironic 
about because this is the gospel truth” (Chmelenok, 2009).

since inFancy
unfortunately, such falsified facts are used in textbooks for ukrainian 
schools. following Grushevsky’s behests, they assert the main 
ideological mythologeme: the history of russia and the history of 
ukraine are two different histories because russians and ukrainians 
have been different peoples since ancient times. for example, S. 
Vlasov’s textbook “The history of ukraine (introduction to history)” 
for 5th grade pupils of secondary schools says: “You already know 
that the name Rus preceded the name Ukraine for denoting the land 
populated by ruthenian ukrainians. The name Ukraine was for the 
first time used in chronicles in 1187 with regard to kiev, pereyaslavl, 
and Chernigov. it comes from the word “country” which meant native 
shore, country, land. Subsequently the name Ukraine supplanted the 
older one from usage” (Vlasov V, 2013: 47). 

The ideology of artificial division into russian and ukrainians, who 
are essentially one people, prevails in all school textbooks in ukraine. 
paragraph 15 titled “The Glory and the Will, or ukrainian Cossacks in 
battles and marches” in S. Vlasov’s textbook focuses on the national 
liberation war but does not even mention the pereyaslavl Council of 
1654 or the fact that russia entered into the war with poland to defend 
the population of little russia. for the sake of political interests, the 
author prefers to stop the narration in 1648 when bogdan khmelnitsky 
and his troops had achieved the biggest military success. This is 
followed by a story about the “ukrainian Cossack state” created on 
“the biggest part of the ukrainian lands … liberated… by ukrainian 
warriors from… polish rule.” This is when the author mentions russia 
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but in a negative context, of course. “The Cossack state, hetmanate, 
created as a result of the national liberation war existed for more than 
a hundred years. in 1760-1780 russian tsars (hetmanate fell under 
russian rule at that time) abolished hetmanship and turned Cossack 
regiments into russian army regiments. in 1775 the last remains of the 
Zaporozhian Sich were done away with” (Vlasov V, 2013: 115–118). it 
should be noted that the textbook was published at a time when “pro-
russian” Victor Yanukovich was president.  

Things became even worse in the post-maidan period. The same 
author’s history book for 7th graders does not even mention russian 
north-eastern principalities in the 12th century known as a time of 
political disunity. however, it claims that the main reason for disunity 
was “the different ethnic composition” of russian lands (Vlasov, 
2015: 98), which suggests that the ethnically different (!) ukrainian, 
belarusian, and russian peoples already existed in kievan rus by 
the middle of the 12th century. russia appears in the textbook when 
the narration comes to the end of the 15th century and is described 
as the “tsardom of muscovy” hostile to “ukrainians” (a factual 
mistake because russia became the tsardom only in the middle of 
the 16th century), which “under the pretext of consolidating the 
‘russian heritage’” started to lay claims to ukrainian and belarusian 
lands (Vlasov, 2015: 168). Again, there is a factual mistake, even two 
mistakes: a) there were no “ukrainian” or “belarusian” lands at that 
time yet since there was neither ukraine nor belarus. There were 
only lands of the Grand duchy of lithuania; b) at the end of the 15th 
century, the Grand principality of moscow did not lay any claims to 
the so-called “belarusian” lands, but the author for some reason calls 
Smolensk “belarusian” (Vlasov, 2015: 169).

one would think these are just minor things, but it is these mi-
nor things that mold the understanding of history and lead young 
ukrainians to think for years ahead that russia has been a histori-
cal enemy of ukraine for centuries. ukrainians and ethnic russians 
have been taught such falsified “minor things” for more than twenty 
years. As a result, many young and middle-aged ukrainians think of 
themselves as a God-chosen nation, the only successors of kievan 
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rus, and genuine europeans, thus justifying their “european choice” 
(maidan protests are sometimes referred to as euromaidan). They do 
not regard russians even as Slavs, and call them finno-ugrians or 
descendants of mongols. to them, all russians are barbaric Asians, 
“sovoks” and “slaves.” There is a dangerous split in the minds of these 
ukrainians. on the one hand, they call for abandoning the “russian” 
past completely, including the russian language, russian literature, 
and russian culture. one the other hand, they proclaim some of the 
russian writers, painters, composers, and inventors ukrainian. The 
same dangerous split of mind exists in everyday life: calls for sever-
ing all ties with russia go hand in hand with trips to russia for em-
ployment purposes.  

So most of the historical and political constructs offered to the 
citizens of ukraine today are based on lies and falsifications. They 
do not help to consolidate the country but on the contrary disunite 
it. While in the 1990s, the ukrainian authorities somehow managed 
to keep the balance between conflicting regions and traditions, the 
situation became much more complex after nationalist political 
circles had become active with the support of Western politicians. 
moreover, a real civil war broke out in 2014 between the proponents 
and opponents of an artificial “single ukrainian nation.” 

whaT’s neXT?
There is yet one more serious obstacle to ukraine’s nation-building 
efforts: disagreements between the advocates of “the political ukrainian 
nation,” which lacks ethnic homogeneity (i.e. “euroukrainians”), and 
the supporters of an ethnically homogenous ukrainian nation (i.e. 
nationalists). The former initially intended to eventually give up their 
ethnic identity, not only as russians, Jews, hungarians, ruthenians, 
but also (what outrage!) as ukrainians (“We are europeans!”). 
naturally, nationalists who publicly shout “ukraine above all!,” 
“Glory to the nation!,” and “death to enemies!” are ready to tear the 
“euroukrainians’” heads off even for allowing such a thought. This is 
why “euroukrainians” are at a loss today: in order to overcome natural 
historical, spiritual, cultural, and even family ties between people in 
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ukraine and russia, they have to rely on the ideology and practices 
of ukraine nationalism, but its strengthening will destroy all the 
“achievements” of “european integration” and lead to the triumph 
of barefaced nazism. The more furious “euroukrainians” get about 
russia, the more influence nationalists gain in the country. The problem 
is that in their struggle for what they believe to be national history, 
the national language and national ideals, triumphant nationalists are 
destroying not only their archenemies—russians—but also a) their 
own ukrainian people and their own ukrainian statehood, and b) 
the so-called “european choice” by strongly opposing the european 
union’s generally accepted ideology designed to eliminate national, 
state, ideological, gender and other differences. 

The cynicism of the incumbent ukrainian authorities is underscored 
by the fact that they are well aware of all these contradictions. however 
using the ideology of “european integration” as a smokescreen, they 
continue their purposeful efforts to create an artificial “single ukrainian 
nation,” which they can do only by killing all the dissenters. So while 
before the authorities persecuted only people living in novorossiya 
and Crimea, now they are conducting an uncompromising war to 
exterminate the population of the donetsk and lugansk regions, as 
well as “separatists” in ukraine itself, being particularly hateful towards 
Crimeans, constantly cutting them off from water and power supplies 
and blocking transport routes to the peninsula. There is also an 
ideological war going on for history, language, culture, faith, customs, 
and traditions. it only looks like a war of memory, while in fact it is a 
war for the present and future of ukraine. The ukrainian authorities 
keep extending this war: at first they were battling with russia alone, 
now they are fighting hungary, poland, and even romania. 

What are possible scenarios? There are several of them. 
1. nationalists, who have their own armed formations and the 

support of oligarchs and Western allies, are gaining more 
influence, while ukraine remains a unitary state. but as such 
ukraine can only exist as an ethnocratic totalitarian entity 
populated solely by ethnic ukrainians or those who have given 
up their “natural” ethnicity in favor of “ukrainness” and civil 
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rights. linguistic and cultural diversity, tolerance, and the 
freedom of speech are banned; dissent and national movement 
are suppressed by force; all those opposing such a “ukrainian” 
choice have been sent out of the country or physically destroyed.  

2. A unitary ethnocratic state cannot exist for a historically long 
time. As a result, conflicts will multiply inside the country 
and ukraine will gradually (or abruptly) fall apart into several 
state entities along the existing or new historical and cultural 
borders. in the future, some of the borderlands will most likely 
be absorbed by neighboring countries with which the local 
population has cultural and historical bonds. unfortunately, 
conflicts are unavoidable under this scenario. 

3. ukraine is a state that has been integrated into “european life,” 
has accepted the so-called “european values” and is waiting to 
be admitted to the european union. Society has agreed with 
the need to create “a political ukrainian nation” and, therefore, 
quickly overcome ethnic, cultural, national, religious and 
other differences. ukrainian nationalism has been pushed 
to the sidelines of the historical process and left entirely to 
fringe groups. however the anti-russian policy and anti-
russian propaganda continue; all people who openly identify 
themselves as russian and adhere to the russian spiritual and 
cultural tradition are ostracized.  

4. ukraine is a democratic state, free of ideological diktat and 
shares open borders with both united europe and russia. inside 
the country each of the federal territories has ample powers, with 
ethnic russians, hungarians, ruthenians, Gagauz and others 
enjoying broad rights. on the one hand, this allows them to 
continue their ethnic and cultural development, and on the other 
hand, enables ukraine to carry out national development plans.   

Which of the four scenarios is more realistic? At this point, it is the 
first or the second one. even the third scenario looks utopian because 
ukrainian nationalists who are running the show today will never 
agree with such an option. The fourth scenario appears to be even 
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more implausible, like some folk history. but then, anything can be 
possible. in fact, Crimea has made its way back home quite peacefully. 

*  *  *
“let others learn from his example!” russian poet Alexander pushkin 
wrote. ukraine is an example for all of us citizens of russia to learn 
from in many respects. Firstly, it is absolutely clear that common 
historical conscience is the foundation of a country’s integrity upon 
which rest not only statehood but the historical existence of a nation 
or a commonwealth of nations. Common historical conscience is a 
set of important historical events assessed by all people in the same 
way due to centuries of shared destiny. The acceptance of such an 
assessment makes them a nation.  Common historical conscience 
also means that a person feels like being part of something grand and 
important, and that present generations share the historical destiny of 
their nation and understand their historical and moral responsibility 
for their country and its people before those who were before them 
and those will come after them.      

Secondly, common historical conscience cannot arise out of 
lies or falsifications. Such fakes as “The book of Veles,” “djagfar 
tarikhy,” the phantasmagoric “new Chronology,” “hyperborea,” and 
other reportedly “historical” nonsense only ruin common historical 
memory.

Thirdly, one must not go to the other extreme and rely entirely on 
some “objective historical knowledge,” waving away national priorities 
in history. This approach is still quite common among russian 
historians and one can hear sometimes that the feeling of patriotism 
is a serious obstacle to obtaining “objective historical knowledge.” it is 
for this reason that some deny mikhail lomonosov’s contribution to 
the development of history as a science and denounce his historical 
views as unscientific.  

people’s historical conscience can be messed up completely under 
the guise of “objectivity.” The so-called historical-cultural standard, 
which applies to all history textbooks for schools, includes a tentative 
list of difficult Questions of history. drawing up such a list may be 
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useful as there are indeed many controversial problems in history that 
have no straightforward solutions. here are two examples of “difficult” 
questions: “The existence of the old russian nation and the recogni-
tion of old russia’s heritage as a common foundation in the history of 
russia, ukraine, and belarus” and “The incorporation of ukraine into 
russia (causes and consequences)” (Standart, 2015). but they became 
difficult because of the ukrainian and belarusian nationalistic circles 
which started to interpret them for the sake of their own nation-build-
ing purposes. in other words, russian schoolchildren are encouraged 
to look at these problems not through the lens of russian interests but 
through the eyes of ukrainian and belarusian nationalists. The list con-
tains one more question: “Alexander nevsky’s choice in favor of sub-
ordinating russian lands to the Golden horde.” So pupils are urged to 
think whether Alexander nevsky was a hero or a traitor. As a result, 
key components of the russian people’s common historical conscience 
are called into question under the pretext of some sort of “objectivity.”

And so we have to say this again: the question of developing a new 
official interpretation of russia’s history, which would facilitate further 
existence and development of common historical conscience, remains 
open. but this is a topic for a separate big discussion. 
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